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INTRODUCTION

Organizations
Must Understand
What’s at Risk
Barrett Lyon

Vice President, Research and Development
Neustar
The DDoS threat has changed dramatically since I first started the DDoS protection industry years ago. Back
then, a 1 Gbps attack was considered large and could take down an enterprise for several days. Today, the
average attack size is nearly ten times that and is typically far more complex to defeat. Last year, we saw attacks
that marshaled botnets from poorly secured IoT devices and were more than one billion times that size resulting
in devastating effects across the Internet.
Analyzing the data in this round of research, it’s clear that companies are buying solutions that aren’t working,
at least in perspective to the threat that we saw in 2016. That makes sense since attacks have changed. Why
should we expect yesterday’s tactics, approaches, and technologies to be up for the challenges that we face
today, and more importantly, tomorrow? The high number of organizations investing more than they did one
year ago, including a percentage of those who were not even attacked in the previous twelve months, seems to
indicate a search for better protection and a sense that what companies have today is not enough.
Attackers are smart and have shown an ability to find and hit infrastructure vulnerabilities, even using application
layer attacks to target application APIs including those of security management services. Even more dangerous,
we’ve also seen attacks targeting Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels that connect targeted
organizations with their DDoS mitigation providers. Attackers have also figured out the economics of defense
and have used that to draw out the impact on their targets. For example, some companies pay vendors for the
duration of that attack which is something that is out of the control of a targeted organization. By exploiting the
duration of the DDoS attack, bad actors can drive up costs on the target side and in extreme cases, force that
target out from under their protection.
2017 is a year in which we will see even larger attacks and combinations using different vectors, more IoT, and preplanted malware. It is time for a new approach and for innovation to come to a defense model that is rapidly falling
behind. Organizations must understand what’s at risk, be clear in their requirements, evaluate business models as
much as technologies, and find a security partner that can best put down the attacks that are surely coming.
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PART ONE: THE BAT TLEFIELD

Executive Summary
2016 was a watershed year in DDoS attacks and organizations around the world took note. Attacks that made
the front pages exceeded 1 Terabits per second (Tbps) and prominent organizations suffered major - and very
public - outages. The resulting impression on organizations is nothing less than a call to arms to neutralize the
edge attackers gained.
Since the research published by Neustar in 2016, the trends continue as projected with organizations struggling
to identify and quickly remediate increasingly complex and ever more sinister DDoS attacks. Not only have
protection investments found difficulty in keeping up with threats, but the damages wrought have also
manifested in greater rewards for attackers. The worldwide research that follows reflects a state of “advantage
attacker” and a targeted community that seeks to take back what was lost in 2016.
Neustar commissioned global, independent research of 1,010 directors, managers, CISOs, CSOs, CTOs, and
other c-suite executives to find out how distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks affect their organizations
and what measures are in place to counter these threats. The respondents span many industries including
technology (21%), financial services (14%), retail (14%), healthcare (6%) and energy (6%).
Nearly half (48%) of the organizations reported annual revenues from $500 million to more than $1 billion per
year. On the large enterprise side of the equation, almost 30% of those surveyed claimed $1 billion or more in
annual revenue. Further clarifying the risk picture relative to revenue, 63% of the respondents from this crosssection of organizations stated that at least $100,000 per hour is at risk during peak revenue generation periods.
To provide an accurate and global picture of DDoS’ ramifications in our connected world, we surveyed
participants across six continents and categorized their responses into three distinct regions. The regions
include: North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific (APAC). This research is conducted bi-annually in order to
track and highlight changing trends in the global DDoS threat landscape.
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Attackers Seized
the Initiative
Headlines aside, the tempo of attacks of all sizes against
organizations multiplied exponentially. More notably, the
number of times that organizations were hit multiple
times has continued to increase as forecasted. In 2017,
849 of 1,010 (84%) of those organizations researched had
experienced at least one DDoS attack in the previous
12 months, up from 73% in 2016. Worse, 86% of those
attacked had to contend with more than one DDoS
attack over the previous 12-month period, an increase
from 82% reported in the previous year.
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What a Difference a Year Makes
SUMMARY STATS COMPARING FIRST HALF OF 2017 TO 2016
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2016

2017
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Detailed Statistics
FREQUENCY ORGANIZATION EXPERIENCED A DDOS AT TACK IN PREVIOUS 12 MONTHS

2016

10

2017

A Year-over-Year look at how the regions are faring
AT TACK FREQUENCY

The results were discouraging across all three regions surveyed. More organizations
across the board have fallen prey to DDoS attacks and the survey revealed that victims
have a higher chance of additional attacks once an attacker has originally targeted
them. The probability of an individual organization being attacked two to ten times saw
notable increases, as the chance of a single attack decreased. With more organizations
being attacked more often and with more at risk, security teams have been forced to
assess and evaluate the effectiveness of existing defense strategies.

NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

2017

ASIA PACIFIC

2016

BANDWIDTH OF TYPICAL DDOS ATTACK
Attacked organizations around the world
reported a higher occurrence of large attacks.
With new and easier tools, malware code, and
existing arsenals at their disposal, attackers
have leveraged Mirai and other botnet
armament code to launch massive attacks.
Amplification attacks that include DNS vectors,
including the exploitation of DNSSEC domains,
and complex TCP SYN flood attacks have also
facilitated faster, bigger assaults.
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2017
2016
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A Game of Risk
In today’s global economy, an online presence has become a critical
factor for success, so it is not a surprise that the risks of hourly
revenue loss due to disruptions and outages increasingly continue
to be an important consideration in protection strategy. Using the
same demographics and industry ratios from 2016 research, the 2017
responses show that 63% of all respondents indicate peak revenue
generation risks at more than $100,000 per hour. This is markedly up
from the 50% of organizations that reported such risk in 2016.
BY REGION
AVERAGE PEAK HOURLY REVENUE LOSS

NA

GLOBAL

EUR
APAC

Even higher stakes are reflected in the 43% of all organizations have
more than $250,000 per hour at risk. However, different regions
have different risk levels as seen in the stark difference between
respondents in the Asia-Pacific region in comparison to those in
North America. These differences play out in investment strategies
and attack impact as is detailed later in this report.
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Quantifying the Business Risk
Extrapolating from the stated revenue risks and the reported time necessary
for targeted organizations to detect and respond to DDoS assaults, respondents
have collectively experienced a minimum revenue risk disruption in excess
of $2.2 billion dollars during the previous 12 months – more than $2.5 million
averaged across 849 organizations. When including the repeated times that
organizations were attacked, this average number rises in multiples.

Here are some isolated examples of risks realized by several respondents, all of whom
required at least three hours to detect and three hours to respond to DDoS attacks.

Country

Industry

Hourly Revenue

Attacked

Low Revenue Risk

High Revenue Risk

China

Retail

$50,000—$99,999

2-5 times

$600,000

$2,999,970

Australia

Healthcare/Pharma

$50,000—$99,999

6-10 times

$1,800,000

$5,999,940

United Kingdom

Retail

$100,000—$249,999

2-5 times

$1,200,000

$7,499,970

United States

Energy/Utility

$100,000—$249,999

6-10 times

$3,600,000

$14,999,940

France

Technology

$100,000—$249,999

About every month

$6,600,000

$16,499,934

Singapore

Technology

$250,000—$499,999

6-10 times

$9,000,000

$29,999,940

United States

Video Gaming

Greater than $1M

2-5 times

$12,000,000

$30,000,000

Formula: Revenue x 6 (hours to detect and respond) x Attack frequency = Risk range

Unfortunately, for these organizations and the many like them, there is
nothing inexpensive about needing 6 hours to counter a DDoS attacker.
Speed, an essential element of practical defense, was a casualty in 2016
and the risks carried by businesses came at a high cost.
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Increased IoT Adoption Raises
Both Risk and Responsibility
In addition to the revenue risks, the majority of organizations in all regions have incorporated
Internet of Things (IoT) devices in their enterprise operations. The latest data shows that 78% of
respondents have IoT in active use, which is up from 63% in 2016. Of those organizations using IoT
devices that were attacked, 32% suffered network compromises or physical equipment damage
during DDoS attacks. With more IoT in play, keeping these investments safe and free from being
commandeered for malicious purposes, such as being included in offensive botnets, is a serious
strategic consideration in 2017.

BEST DESCRIBES CURRENT ADOPTION OF CONNECTED IOT

GLOBAL

16

NA

EUR

APAC

PREVENTION OF IOT DEVICES FROM BEING USED TO CREATE OR BECOME THE TARGETS OF DDOS AT TACKS

*Respondents allowed to choose more than one

Increased revenue coupled with more IoT devices has heightened the exposure of organizations to the perils of
increased DDoS attacks. With more money and more devices being subject to DDoS impacts, defense strategies
that combine to protect both of these elements are essential to getting ahead of trouble. The bottom line is
that no one can afford a disruptive and effective DDoS attack.
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PART TWO: CYBER COMBAT AND CONSEQUENCES

Detection and Response
Both are getting slower. Attackers have learned how to tease defenses, probe
network vulnerabilities, and execute more lethal strikes. The difficulty in being able
to effectively and efficiently detect and respond to DDoS attacks has no doubt
frustrated those who work to protect revenue flows, critical infrastructure, and brand
reputations. Most concerning in 2017 is how many organizations inadvertently used
their customers as a DDoS monitoring service – nearly half, 40%. This is a huge jump
from last year when customer-sourced notification of attacks was less than one third.

HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT THE DDOS AT TACK

2016

*Respondents allowed to choose more than one

Although 81% of respondents reported attack alerts from IT teams, the fact that
customers and partners made notifications indicates defense systems that are
struggling to stay ahead of the public eye. The small decrease in organizations who
found out they were under attack via social media is a small consolation to being
called out by more customers.
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HOW LONG IT TOOK TO DETECT DDOS AT TACK  GLOBAL

2016

2017

Globally, more than half (51%)
of those attacked required at
least three hours to definitively
identify a DDoS attack. Defenses
are slower compared to last
year as noticed in the decrease
of those that could identify an
attack in less than two hours.
Although the percentage of those
attacked requiring three to five
hours to detect DDoS has risen
from 25% in 2016 to 30%, this
increase actually comprises a
38% increase in the total number
of organizations struggling with
this specific latency.

HOW LONG IT TOOK TO DETECT DDOS AT TACK  REGIONAL

NA

EUR

2017
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APAC

2016
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HOW LONG IT TOOK TO RESPOND TO DDOS AT TACK ONCE DETECTED  GLOBAL

2016

2017

Response to attacks once detected
is not much better. Despite last year’s
increased investments, 76% invested
more in DDoS specific defenses than
in the previous year. It is clear the
organizations are having challenges
finding and applying effective defenses.
Reclaiming the advantage from cyber
attackers who utilize DDoS is going
to require faster means by which
to detect and respond to attacks
no matter how big, how small, how
complex, or how often.

HOW LONG IT TOOK TO RESPOND TO DDOS AT TACK ONCE DETECTED  REGIONAL

NA

EUR

2017
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Getting What
They’re After
The past few years have seen DDoS smokescreens and attack
accompaniments move from occasional trend to ever-present fact.
The effectiveness of DDoS attacks in concert with other forms of cyber
attacks is undeniable. Today, the vigilant defender knows that when
DDoS attacks are detected, there is a 50/50 chance that it is a race
against crime. The rise in impact and breach since 2016 is significant.

RESULT OF DATA BREACH OR THEF T SUFFERED AS A RESULT OF DDOS AT TACK

2016

22

2017

Here is a regional breakdown of how attackers are using DDoS
to confuse defenses, distract IT teams, and stymie forensics.
VIRUS DISCOVERED

MALWARE ACTIVATED

GLOBAL
NA
EUR

NETWORK COMPROMISE

RANSOMWARE

APAC

The troubling combination of DDoS attacks with other cyber assaults is not subsiding.
Attackers understand that ransom requests and ransomware, though effective in their
own right, can take on an even more sinister presence when supported by a DDoS attack.
The significant increase in this combination of tactics can inflict tremendous damage,
cause revenue problems, and shatter customer confidence. There are few worse things in
business than having a security incident turn customers into plaintiffs. With the sharp rise in
combined attacks, the risks are even higher today for organizations doing business online.
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Industries
Under Siege
No particular industry seemed to be spared the attention
of attackers in 2016 and there is nothing in the current
global research to suggest that this is soon to change.
Technology, retail, and financial services all draw their share
of attacks. Let’s look at some of the important statistics of
how these industries fared.

FINANCIAL

RETAIL

TECHNOLOGY

The problem with ransomware, malware, and theft in
concert with DDoS attacks persists.
Many attackers are able to successfully plant malware within
organizations via DDoS attacks. Some industry experts estimate that
malware can be in environments on average for more than 200 days
before discovery. Attackers have specific objectives and definitive
responses demonstrate that at the time of activation, more and more
attackers are using DDoS attacks during the moment of strike.
Organizations in all verticals must continue to focus on detection and
effective response if this dangerous and costly trend is to be reversed.
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FINANCIAL

2016

2017

Key insights:
 Ransomware
nearly doubled
F
 inServ being hit
more often, taking
longer to detect
R
 esponse times
quite slower
B
 ig shift to invest
more in DDoS
defense
F
 inServ at higher
risk for malware
and data theft
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RETAIL

2016

2017

Key insights:
A
 ttacks against
retail are up, taking
much longer to
detect and respond
 Investment up for
good reason, much
more damage
 Customer
notifications
rose from 1/3
to nearly 1/2
R
 ansomware is
growing trend
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TECHNOLOGY

2016

2017

Key insights:
T
 echnology remains
popular target
D
 etection slower,
but response time
bucking trend
and decreasing
reflecting heavier
defenses
 Investment in
defense continues
to be a big focus
 Ransomware
steady but remains
at high state
C
 ustomer data loss
nearly doubled, a
serious problem
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PART THREE: RISING INVESTMENTS AS RISK PROFILE CHANGES

Defenses in Place,
but Shifting
Nearly all organizations that participated in this research have one or more layers in place to
specifically combat DDoS – 99%. Yet, despite the heightened awareness, identification and
reaction is taking more time, revenue risk and damages incurred are taking a higher toll, and
90% of all respondents reported plans to invest more than was done in the previous 12 months.
All of this makes clear that there is concern in the market that the solutions organizations are
using may not be enough, and that currently the attackers truly have the upper hand.
Let’s briefly examine what organizations are using, their investment plans, and some of the
drivers behind these decisions.

WHAT ORGANIZATIONS ARE USING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST DDOS AT TACKS

2016

28

2017

There is a continuing shift away from traditional protection solutions and towards a
multi-layered defense strategy. Procurement and utilization of services, appliances,
and hybrid combinations has sharply increased while leaning on ISP protection (or
assumption thereof) is dropping. CDN and WAF deployments for defense are up,
but more so as layered elements and not core strategic tenets. Despite all of this
movement to stronger defenses, respondents reflect a restlessness as organizations
search for formidable protection.

Investment Trends
Given the impact, the threat, and the persistence of DDoS attackers, it is little
wonder that an overwhelming majority of organizations are investing more than 12
months ago. Key reasons reported as driving factors behind investment strategies
included proactive measures to deepen defenses (47%), protection of customer
confidence and brand reputation (46%), industry compliance and regulation (39%),
and prevention of associated attacks including ransomware (44%) among several
other serious concerns.
Nine in ten organizations are investing more than 12 months ago, but perhaps
suffering major disruptions and damages is the strongest of motivating factors. Of the
344 organizations that suffered damages in attacks, 324 – 94% are investing more
than a year ago. By market segment, the concerns cross all types of businesses.
For organizations all too familiar with the pain of disruption and damage from DDoS
attacks, the response is practically universal – defenses must be strengthened. As the
DDoS threat landscape continues to change, with very real financial consequences
for organizations, the case for increased investment in defenses is made. Now
organizations need to find the right solution(s) to match their business risk profile.
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What Other
Measures Your
Peers Are Taking
Beyond defenses and investments, security
professionals continue to bond as a community
to share strategies and insights that lead to
improved protection.

TO WHAT EXTENT IS YOUR IT TEAM SHARING THREAT INFORMATION AND/OR ADOPTING NEW TECHNOLOGIES

*Respondents allowed to choose more than one

30

Within organizations, different roles place different value on working beyond the defenses to best
understand how to deal with threats. Security consultants continue to maintain a top spot in helping
develop strategies, but there is also marked exchange between peers at different companies.
Work with law enforcement, both in pre- and in post-breach scenarios continues mostly at
executive levels. This high level of activity shows the exhaustive efforts being made by security
leadership to provide maximum protection and response to security events.

HOW SECURIT Y PROFESSIONALS ARE SHARING THREAT INFORMATION AND DEFENCE STRATEGIES

Proactive
Law Enforcement

Post-breach
Law Enforcement

Security
Consortiums

Direct Peer
Exchange

Engaging
Consultants

Manager

38%

37%

42%

41%

50%

Director

41%

37%

45%

41%

50%

VP/SVP

40%

39%

45%

44%

50%

CISO / CSO

51%

46%

53%

46%

55%

CTO

37%

30%

49%

44%

50%

CRO

50%

36%

41%

45%

50%

Other

25%

28%

32%

19%

36%

The result is an active security community sharing more ideas and information to get the upper
hand on DDoS attackers. This also shows that those who make strategic investments in defenses
are thorough in their considerations and decisions to assure stakeholders, partners, and
customers of the best protection possible.
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SUMMARY

Strategic
Considerations
The business community is moving to take back the advantage attackers gained in 2016. Solution
vendors are delivering more technology, improved capabilities, and greater expertise in the face of
truly daunting adversaries to help those seeking better protection.

1
2
3
4
32

Conclusions

Organizations seek to regain solid ground
Last year was historic and eye opening for businesses around the world. The frequency and volume of attacks
were experienced against the mosaic of unleashed botnet arsenals of unprecedented strength and power. What
organizations have is not deemed sufficient even though investment commitment is up – almost universally.

It’s often more than just DDoS
Nearly half of the respondent organizations indicated some form of breach or impact in conjunction with DDoS
attacks. Smokescreens are not new, but the power and influence to leverage them to meet specific attacker
objectives is revolutionary. Identifying attacks is not enough, organizations are seeking stronger defenses and
innovative solutions to more quickly and more effectively mitigate all risks associated with DDoS attacks.

Keep working internally with key stakeholders
Unfortunately, 40% of organizations reported having customers notify them of a DDoS attack. This is not the time
to neither come up with a plan nor figure out how to explain the public knowledge of a disruption. Attacks can
provide all of the wrong type of publicity and attention while leaving security teams with a lot of explaining to do.
Assess, plan, test, and communicate within the organization because the attacks are going to keep coming.

Invest wisely to right size your DDoS defenses
Not all DDoS defenses are made equally. Some of the experienced gained by attackers last year was an
operational understanding of DDoS defense business models. With long, large attacks come big expenses for
targeted organizations and in several extreme cases, removal from protective cover. Attackers are figuring
out the economics of DDoS defense and using it to their advantage. This is an important consideration when
evaluating security investments.

Attacks More
Determined
with Newer
Threat Vectors
Q1/2017 Attack Analysis and Insights
NEUSTAR SECURIT Y OPERATIONS CENTER REPORT
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INTRODUCTION

2017 – DDoS Attackers
Are off and Running
For Neustar DDoS Security Operations, 2017 has gotten off to a fast start with higher traffic volume and higher average attack
sizes. Coming off 2016, which saw Neustar put down multiple 500 Gbps+ attacks from marshaled botnets, one of which
exceeded 680 Gbps peak size, Neustar has already identified specific trends of DDoS attack activity year-to-date, including
newer CLDAP attacks and increased GRE-targeted attacks.
In Q1 2017, Neustar DDoS Security Operations saw mitigations for customers nearly double compared to the same period in
2016. There has been no respite from the pace of activity experienced last year. The tempo of attacks of all types, including the
introduction of newer vector formulations, has driven the need for greater platform and partner support for DDoS defenses.

2017 V. 2016 MITIGATIONS
YoY Comparison Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

Attack volume was up on the Neustar platform and shows no signs of slowing DDoS activity. With an expanded network capacity
of 3 Tbps, which is rapidly increasing to 10 Tbps, Neustar DDoS Security Operations is easily absorbing more attacks and
stopping more complex versions of attack combinations. Multi-vector attacks testify to this experience as Neustar has more
than tripled the number of multi-vector attacks mitigated over Q1/2016.

34

Q1/2017 AT TACKS

Neustar Security Operations protects direct customers, customers of ISP/hosting providers, and external partner platforms
from DDoS attacks. When looking at attacks against direct customers and ISP/hosting providers, attack volumes were up, but
peak sizes were down compared to Q1/2016. This reflected a brief shift away from Mirai-type attacks and toward a higher
volume and proportion of more targeted attacks such as TCP SYN floods, NTP, and newer CLDAP attacks.

State of Q1 Activity
NEUSTAR AT TACK PEAK SIZES MITIGATED
Attack Peak Size Comparisons 2017 v. 2016

Although the top peak attack sizes were lower, the average size of attacks was higher. This reveals aggressive attacker behavior
and more agile use of available resources, including commandeered botnets. Larger packet per second traffic is consistent with
the larger volume of targeted attacks and demonstrates an increase in TCP attacks used to achieve specific objectives, including
coordinated cyber assaults.
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AVERAGE AT TACK SIZES MITIGATED (Gbps)
Attack Size Comparisons 2017 v. 2016 (Gbps)

More attacks, more complexity, faster pace, and larger average attack sizes shows a determined adversarial community seeking
to wreak more havoc and damage than what was experienced in 2016. Little wonder that organizations are taking the threat
seriously and elevating their defenses to meet undeterred foes.

36

NO GAME DEL AY ALLOWED

“The focus, dedication,
innovation and expertise
demonstrated by the
team at Neustar is
unparalleled when it
comes to protecting our
critical infrastructure,”
said Fritz Seifts, VP of
Core Infrastructure, MLB
Advanced Media. “We are
excited to have Neustar
as a Technology Partner
and to be protected by
their leading edge DDoS
protection and secure
DNS services.”
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Emerging Threats
in Q1 2017
Connectionless Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (CLDAP)
CLDAP Reflection attacks originate from botnets that target exposed public facing LDAP servers. They exploit UDP’s inherent
stateless nature, a technique similar to that used by other reflection attacks. The attacks originate from port 389 (LDAP’s UDP
port), however they are not always concentrated on attacking a specific source port. Although LDAP is more prevalent on
internal networks, attackers have been increasingly using this form of attack across the Internet. Neustar has seen and has been
mitigating these types of attacks since last year, but in 2017, their prevalence has now increased to a point of significance.
The largest CLDAP attack mitigated this year by Neustar Security Operations had a peak size of 20.9 Gbps/2.1 Mpps, targeted
9 different ports, used UDP protocols and lasted 14 minutes. This incident demonstrates that these attacks can generate some
credible momentum and force, and are certainly something to keep an eye on this year.
Below is some of the information captured during a recent mitigation of a modest CLDAP attack that targeted a Neustar
customer. This particular attack used UDP protocols and involved UDP and ICMP misuse types that resulted in IP Fragmentation
with TCP ACK Push and Synchronize flags tossed in for good measure:

38

Time to Mitigation (TTM), the time from initial detection to verification and response, was instantaneous as this customer’s
configuration triggered immediate failover of traffic into the Neustar mitigation cloud. This attack lasted about 15 minutes and
focused on saturating a single port with a maximum observed peak size of 1.8 Gbps. It was also highly distributed and sourced
from multiple countries.

Here is a sample of some of the pcap data from this particular attack:

CLDAP attacks are being encountered more frequently and are expected to continue throughout 2017. There are several reasons
why these types of reflection attacks are in increased use. Attackers are clearly doing what they always do – search for new vectors.
With the near eradication of SSDP attacks, attackers looking for quick ramping volumetric menaces have gravitated to CLDAP.
However, there is a potentially more sinister reason behind the exercising and development of these attacks, and that has to do
with larger cyber assaults. The patient attacker will conduct tempered reconnaissance of a targeted infrastructure and launch
LDAP-based attacks using brute force to saturate and neutralize authentication systems and security infrastructure components.
Being on top of defenses that stymie and put down these attacks is an important consideration for 2017. Although relatively new
and expected to grow in use, fast detection and effective response shows that the impact of these attacks can be thwarted.
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Generic Routing
Encapsulation
(GRE) based
GRE-based attacks target private connections and are used many times to disrupt a DDoS target’s connection to its protection
provider. GRE tunnels are typically used to connect infrastructures and facilitate contaminated traffic flows into DDoS mitigation
clouds. Attackers tend to understand this and thus, these types of attacks are increasingly being seen and mitigated.
GRE floods tend to be widely distributed and sourced from infected machines. Because GRE is utilized extensively in larger
networks – particularly DDoS services – Neustar takes care when mitigating this traffic. Typically stopping a GRE flood without
completely shutting down legitimate traffic requires surgical rate limiting (specific packet size ranges, source and destinations,
etc.) or specific white/black lists.

Mirai Attacks
Coming out of last year, there were 103,429 IP addresses (bots) involved in the Mirai attacks mitigated by the Neustar DDoS
defense platform into March 2017. These attacks generated an average of about 4.8 Mbps of DDoS traffic per bot with a
peak just shy of 680 Gbps last December. The attacks mitigated by Neustar generally came in 12- to 24-hour bursts, and they
started strong, which means the C&C for Mirai is rather robust. Neustar noticed regular structured schedules of these attacks,
indicating the existence of formal management schemes. Routine start, duration, and end times show that attackers are
precisely managing their command elements and botnet arsenals.
Mirai activity has been slower in volume and smaller in size during the first three months of 2017. This cannot be expected to hold,
however, as new variants in the wild appear to be in testing by bad actors and new targets are likely being sized up for 2017 attacks.
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More Vector Activity,
More Targeted Attacks
Attack Summaries
Throughout Q1 2017, we continued to see prevalent use of TCP, ICMP and UDP attack vectors. The prevalent use of TCP
continues unabated, up more than 50% over Q1/2016, but the ongoing rise of NTP is noteworthy.
SSDP, a troublesome volumetric form of attack from a couple of years ago that exploited poor ISP configurations and home
device security, has all but fallen off. With increased ISP patch management discipline and in-place upstream filtering, SSDP is
a tough vector to get off the ground. And when combined with its minimal presence, it has dropped into the “Other” bucket
starting with this report release.
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NEUSTAR PL ATFORM VECTOR AT TACK RATIOS TO ALL AT TACKS
YoY Comparison Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

BY MONTH

January

February

March

2017

2016

2017

2016

2017

2016

TCP

38%

37%

42%

41%

41%

50%

ICMP

20%

3%

18%

4%

15%

1%

UDP

40%

39%

45%

44%

44%

50%

NTP

51%

46%

53%

46%

46%

55%

IP/FRG

37%

30%

49%

44%

44%

50%

DNS

50%

36%

41%

45%

45%

50%

SSDP

37%

30%

49%

44%

44%

50%

HTTP

50%

36%

41%

45%

45%

50%

OTHER

2%

7%

3%

3%

1%

4%
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Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
TCP AT TACK T YPES MITIGATED
Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

WHAT NEUSTAR SAW

TCP based attacks rose 50% compared to Q1 2016. Slow in starting, TCP
SYN floods and various forms of these types of vector attacks increased
sharply as the first quarter progressed.

WHAT MAKES THEM DANGEROUS

TCP SYN attacks can be difficult to detect, as they offer a false appearance
of legitimate traffic and may often be seen in concert with other cyber
activities, such as malware activation.
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Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
ICMP AT TACK T YPES MITIGATED
Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

WHAT NEUSTAR SAW

A significant rise in ICMP vector activity, most always as part of multi-vector
efforts. The sharp increase reflects a trend that exited in the latter part of
2016 and is becoming more omnipresent in DDoS offensives.

WHAT MAKES THEM DANGEROUS

ICMP are easy to build and launch, but it’s their volumetric value in multivector attacks that can create serious challenges to targeted organizations
if not quickly arrested.
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User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
UDP AT TACK T YPES MITIGATED
Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

WHAT NEUSTAR SAW

Pure UDP activity was down in quantity, however as part of multi-vector attacks and
CLDAP, this Q1 lull is not expected to stay quiet as we progress into Q2 and beyond.
Since most attacks are either UDP or TCP based, UDP remains omnipresent as a
component of strikes. For straight UDP floods, the tempo is expected to increase.
WHAT MAKES THEM DANGEROUS

UDP attacks can quickly overwhelm and challenge the defenses of unsuspecting
targets. Speed in detection and effective action is key to denying attackers the
objectives they seek in using this volumetric strategy. UDP frequently serves as a
smokescreen to mask other malicious activities such as compromising personally
identifiable information or execution of malware and remote code execution.
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Network Time Protocol (NTP)
NTP AT TACK T YPES MITIGATED
Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

WHAT NEUSTAR SAW

A marked increase in the NTP type of attacks, continuing a steady upward trend
from Q3 of last year. There has been a tapering off of these attacks toward the latter
part of Q1, and this may be more indicative that NTP is playing itself out and being
reduced to a nuisance vector better applied in large multi-vector approaches.
WHAT MAKES THEM DANGEROUS

NTP can be used to build sizable, unrelenting attacks that, through amplification,
can seriously impact network availability – especially in multi-vector attacks. NTP
can be a difficult attack to stop if not properly detected and diagnosed.
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Domain Name System (DNS)
DNS AT TACK T YPES MITIGATED
Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

WHAT NEUSTAR SAW

An ever-present and continuously applied DDoS hazard, there appears to be no end in
sight for attackers using this effective vector. With issues surrounding DNSSEC exploitation
appearing to remain largely unaddressed, the variants and forms in which DNS reflection
and amplification attacks are employed show no sign of having ebbed. Slow in the
beginning of Q1, the spike in March forecasts more active use going forward in 2017.
WHAT MAKES THEM DANGEROUS

DNS attacks offer attackers relatively easy and practical means to ramp up large
attacks. DNS continues to show up in multi-vector attacks given the volumetric
pressure they can bring.
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Other Attack Types
OTHER AT TACK T YPES MITIGATED
Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

WHAT NEUSTAR SAW

These attacks include IP Private, Chargen, SNMP, SSDP, HTTP, and other less common
types of attacks. Nearly all of these attacks were included in part of multi-vector
combinations, but even then, saw sparse use.

WHAT MAKES THEM DANGEROUS

These attacks have unique characteristics, making them difficult to detect without
expertise. Attackers also “dust off” older style attacks, such as TCP reflection which
was popular years ago, to create uncommon mixes and unfamiliar views.
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Multi-Vector
Multi-vector attacks have become the nearly universal experience for Neustar Security Operation Center mitigation operations.
Sophisticated attackers continue to launch more complex attacks to try to subvert more sophisticated defense systems. Multivector attacks are up dramatically from this time last year and reflect an overall increase from 2016. At the end of last year,
~75% of all attacks were multi-vector. Through Q1/2017, that ratio has already risen to 81%.
An ongoing common combination of attack vectors is ICMP + UDP + DNS, resulting in IP Fragmentation and attacks that typically
show DNSSEC amplification sourcing. The largest multi-vector attack seen by the Neustar Security Operations Center exceeded
100 Gbps and used four vectors including UDP, multiple TCP, and ICMP. The data captured below reflects identified attacks
through Q1/2017 that included at least two vectors in the same assault attempt:

NEUSTAR 2017 MULTI-VECTOR AT TACKS AGAINST CUSTOMER Q1/2017
YoY Comparisons Multi-Vector Q1/2017 v. Q1/2016

Multi-vector attacks show increased determination of attackers to get through ever more formidable defenses. Using a
combination of volumetric and targeted saturation tactics (for example, TCP SYN floods against security apparatus), the singlevector attack is becoming less popular as a choice for disruption.
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SUMMARY

3 Key Takeaways
From This Report

1
2
3

Conclusions

The year is off to a fast start
Last year was historic and eye opening for businesses around the world. The frequency and volume of attacks
were experienced against the mosaic of unleashed botnet arsenals of unprecedented strength and power. What
organizations have is not deemed sufficient even though investment commitment is up – almost universally.

LDAP is your friend and now can be your enemy
Nearly half of the respondent organizations indicated some form of breach or impact in conjunction with DDoS
attacks. Smokescreens are not new, but the power and influence to leverage them to meet specific attacker
objectives is revolutionary. Identifying attacks is not enough, organizations are seeking stronger defenses and
innovative solutions to more quickly and more effectively mitigate all risks associated with DDoS attacks.

Attacks continue to get more complex
Unfortunately, 40% of organizations reported having customers notify them of a DDoS attack. This is not the time
to neither come up with a plan nor figure out how to explain the public knowledge of a disruption. Attacks can
provide all of the wrong type of publicity and attention while leaving security teams with a lot of explaining to do.
Assess, plan, test, and communicate within the organization because the attacks are going to keep coming.

How We Can Help
To learn how your organization can do more
to combat the DDoS threat, visit us online at
www.security.neustar or call +1 855-727-1209.
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Neustar.
Every day, the world generates roughly 2.5 quadrillion bits of data.
Neustar (NYSE: NSR) isolates certain elements and analyzes, simplifies
and edits them to make precise and valuable decisions that drive
results. As one of the few companies capable of knowing with
certainty that is on the other end of every interaction, we’re trusted
by the world’s great brands to make critical decisions some 20 billion
times a day. We help marketers send timely and relevant messages to
the right people. Because we can authoritatively tell a client exactly
who is calling or connecting with them, we make critical real-time
responses possible. And the same comprehensive information that
enables our clients to direct and manage orders also stops attackers.
We know when someone isn’t who they claim to be, which helps stop
fraud and denial of service before they’re a problem. Because we’re
also an experienced manager of some of the world’s most complex
databases, we help clients control their online identity, registering
and protecting their domain name, and routing traffic to the correct
network address. By linking the most essential information with
the people who depend on it, we provide more than 11,000 clients
worldwide with decisions—not just data.
More information is available at
w w w.home.neustar
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